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5 Identify Sources of Silica
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Written Exposure Control Plan Finger Lynes Engineering
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6.0 Forms 6.1 Task Exposure Control Evaluation* 6.2 Communication of Respirable Crystalline Silica Hazards to Employee 6.2.1 6.2.2 6.2.3



Written Medical Report for Employee* Written Medical Opinion for Employer* Authorization for Crystalline Silica Opinion to Employer*



6.3 Respiratory Program 6.4 Medical Surveillance Form *See example Written Exposure Control Plan document
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Sand Foundry Mold Making Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Sand Foundry Mold Making Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: Sand that has been mixed with chemicals comes down the chute into a flask. The sand is dispensed at a low velocity and the dispensing head has an exhaust duct to a dust collector. The sand chute has 3 adaptors to extend the chute based on the flask height. The sand is then packed down with a ram before being pushed down the conveyor to the mold wash and mold assembly.



Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: None



Engineering: Sand is mixed in mixer not by hand. The sand dispensing head has an exhaust duct at the end of the chute, is dispensed at a low velocity, and has 3 height adaptors to extend the chute length to bring closer to the flask.



Personal Protective Equipment: N95 Respirator is required



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Stephanie Martins Review Date: 9-26-17
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Sand Foundry Core Making Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Sand Foundry Core Making Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: Sand that has been mixed with chemicals comes down the chute from the mixer into the core box. The sand is then packed down by hand or with a ram. When the core is removed from the core box, it is blown off with compressed air and finished by hand filling as needed.



Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: None



Engineering: Sand is mixed in mixer not by hand. Some cores are made with a percentage of Chromite sand, which does not contain crystalline silica.



Personal Protective Equipment: N95 Respirator is required



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] A whisk broom is used to periodically brush off the work surface. The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Stephanie Martins Review Date: 9-27-2017
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Sand Foundry Shake Out Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Sand Foundry Shake Out Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: After parts have been poured and cooled, they are moved onto the open shake out pan and the pan periodically vibrates to dislodge the sand. A sledgehammer is used to break off flashing and sand from the castings and to remove riser sleeves. They are sent down the shake out line and the parts are pulled off while the sand goes to the reclaimer on conveyors. When finished, the employee cleans the area by removing the boards used under the molds, and shovels the overflow sand from the floor into a hopper. Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: Worker exposure is limited by hours worked at the shake out.



Engineering: There is a side draft capture hood to dust collector at the end of the conveyor where the sand transfers to the reclaimer. The dust collector filters are on preventative maintenance schedule and changed accordingly.



Personal Protective Equipment: N95 Respirator is required



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Stephanie Martins Review Date: 9-26-17
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Sand Foundry Cut Off Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Sand Foundry Cut Off Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: After part has been through shake out, the gate and sprue and risers are cut off. The part is placed in a fixture and the abrasive wheel is lowered to make the cut. A capture hood to a dust collector is located opposite the employee to capture the cut off swarf.



Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: None



Engineering: A backdraft capture hood to Dust Collector. The dust collector filters are on preventative maintenance schedule and changed accordingly.



Personal Protective Equipment: N95 Respirator is encouraged



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Review Date: Effectiveness:
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Permanent Mold Foundry Knock Out Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Permanent Mold Foundry Knock Out Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: Parts are placed in the knock out machine to vibrate sand from the casting. They are rotated and vibrated again. The sand is collected in a hopper underneath. At the end, the casting is manually rotated to dump additional loosened sand into the hopper, then the casting is moved to conveyor for cut off.



Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: None



Engineering: The knock out is in a booth with a dust collector. There are plastic curtains on the front to help contain the dust. Some cores are made with a percentage of Chromite sand, which does not contain crystalline silica, and replaces the crystalline silica containing sand. The dust collector filters are on preventative maintenance schedule and changed accordingly.



Personal Protective Equipment: N95 Respirator Required



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Stephanie Martins
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Permanent Mold Cut Off Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Permanent Mold Foundry Cut Off Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: After the part is knocked out, the sprue and riser are cut off. The part is placed in a fixture and the abrasive wheel is lowered to make the cut. A capture hood to the dust collector is located opposite the employee to capture the cut off swarf.



Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: None



Engineering: The Cut off table has a capture hood for the dust collector and spin out cyclone. Brass chips go down for collection and dust goes up and out for longer filter life. The dust collector filters are on preventative maintenance schedule and changed accordingly.



Personal Protective Equipment: N95 Respirator highly encouraged



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Stephanie Martins Review Date: 9-27-2017 Effectiveness: The capture hood and dust collector effectively control the crystalline silica exposure. The daily and periodic cleaning reduces the buildup of dust.
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Permanent Mold Foundry Shot Blast and Table Blast Task Exposure Control Identification Form Company



Aurora Metals



Location



Responsible Person



Stephanie Martins



Date 10-24-2016



Montgomery, IL



Task: Permanent Mold Foundry Shot Blast Task Description [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(A)]: After sprue and riser have been cut off the part goes into shot blast or table blast to remove residual sand. The parts are loaded into the blaster and the door is closed. The blaster is equipped with a dust collector. At the end of the cycle, the door is opened and the cleaned castings are removed and put into a tote.



Control Assessments [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(B)] List recommendation for each type of control. If no evaluation was conducted, indicate “None.” Administrative: None



Engineering: The blasters are units with doors that contain the sand and debris. A Dust Collector is attached to the blasters.



Personal Protective Equipment: No Respiratory Protection is requires



Housekeeping Measures [1910.1053(f)(2)(i)(C)] The foundry is periodically cleaned by an outside contractor who power cleans the walls, ceiling, rafters, and floors with dry ice and vacuum. Additionally, the floors are cleaned daily with a dry sweeper in house. The dust collector filters are on preventative maintenance schedule and changed accordingly.



Review [1910.1053(f)(2)(ii)] Reviewed by: Stephanie Martins Review Date: 9-27-2017
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